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Detailed description

A ground breaking design from the innovative structure bonded®
technique, lateral® carpet tiles are constructed from a durable mix of
solution dyed fibres. The unique combination of textures in this design
makes lateral® an ideal solution across commercial interiors, schools,
public buildings and design and build projects.

The lateral® range also works perfectly with the complementary structure
bonded® ranges of zip and code for impactful schemes.

Product guidance - As Standard

Size:

Dimensions: 500 x 500 mm.•

Total thickness: 7.8 mm (+/- 10%).•

Total weight: 4200 g/m² (+/- 10%).•

Flammability:

Euroclass Bfl-s1.

Durability:

Wear classification: Heavy contract.•

Castor chair rating (to BS EN 985): Pass - suitable for continuous
use.

•

Static loading (to BS 4939:1987 (2003)): Recovery >80% (24 hours).•

Dynamic loading (to BS ISO 2094:1999 (2005)): Loss <20% (1000
impacts).

•

Static electricity:

Body voltage test (to BS ISO 6356:2000): <2 kV.

Sound performance:

Reduction in impact noise (to BS EN 140-8:1998): 18 dB.

Colour fastness:

Light (to BS EN ISO 105 - BO2): Grade 6 (minimum).•

Shampoo (to BS 1006: UK-TB:1990): Grade 4–5 (minimum).•

Environmental specifics:

BREEAM A and A+ ratings across full product range.•

A+ VOC rating, on very low emissions of volatile substances in
indoor air.

•
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Uses burmatex® Accummen™ backing with 75% recycled content.•

Product specification

Manufacturer

- Name: burmatex ltd

- Web: www.burmatex.co.uk

- Email: marketing@burmatex.co.uk

- Tel: +44 (0)1924 262525

- Fax: +44 (0)1924 280033

- Address: Victoria Mills,The Green,Ossett,West Yorkshire WF5
0AN

Product reference lateral®

Colour 1801 carbon steel
1803 concrete jungle
1805 diamond dust
1809 ink stone
1812 indigo snake
1813 lavender oil
1814 blue monday
1830 lime street
1834 soap stone
1839 mandarin duck
1845 scarlet runner
1882 turquoise mountain
1883 emerald coast
1886 pink diamond
1889 gold quest
1890 purple emperor
1891 pewter cloud
1802 zinc asphalt
As schedule
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